TECH TOPIC

Polymer Hopper Car Unloading
There are several topics to consider when receiving LyondellBasell polymers in railcars. The following
should be considered when developing an effective hopper car unloading procedure.

1. Know the product in the railcar.
a. Read shipping documentation to confirm the railcar
number and content.
b. Read the Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for the product
(available at www.LYB.com.) The SDS contains safety
recommedations specific to each product that must
be followed.

2. Take steps to secure the railcar
so it can be safely unloaded.
a. Never inspect the contents or connect unloading
equipment to a railcar while it is connected to a
locomotive.

4. Unload the railcar – Utilize a checklist
procedure to unload the railcar that takes
the following into consideration
a. Proper grounding and bonding must be in place.
Conveying of polymer generates static electricity,
which may lead to an injury from shock or act as an
ignition source for a fire or dust explosion.
b. Spill prevention – include steps to prevent, contain,
and immediately clean up any spills. Consider using a
catch pan.

b. A best practice is to decouple the railcar and place
de-railers on the track to prevent unintentional
movement.
c. Place signs on all sides of the railcar to alert others
the railcar is being unloaded.
d. Use safe fall protection procedures if you must work
at heights.

3. Prepare the railcar and
surrounding area.
a. Ensure good house keeping in the unloading area.
b. Inspect the surrounding area for hazards.
c. Inspect the railcar for damage and tampering.
i. Verify cable seals are in place.
ii. It is a best practice to use an unloading checklist
that documents the cable tie ID numbers.

c. Product contamination – Inspect hoses and
unloading equipment to make sure they are free from
contaminants. Open hoses ends should never be
placed on the ground.
d. Transfer velocity should be in target range for your
system. Excessive transfer rates may result in
formation of fines and streamers.
e. Transfer temperature should be in target range
for the product being transferred. High converying
temperature may result in formation of fines and
streamers.

5. Post unloading activities
a. All unloading hoses should be capped and returned
to a hose rack at a designated storage area. Do not
leave open hoses on ground.
b. Clean up any spilled polymer. Recycle or properly
dispose of recovered polymer.
c. Perform housekeeping in area.
d. Properly store all equipment.

6. Prepare the empty railcar for shipment.
a. Inspect the railcar to confirm it is empty. Remove
heel if necessary.
b. Verify all hatches are secured.
c. Properly install caps on unloading hoses to prevent
potential damage and spills.
d. Clean any polymer spills. Recycle or properly dispose
of any spilled polymer.
e. Remove derailer and safety signs when appropriate.
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f. Provide documentation and communication to
railroad.

All information (“Information”) contained herein is provided without compensation and is intended to be general
in nature. You should not rely on it in making any decision. LyondellBasell accepts no responsibility for results
obtained by the application of this Information, and disclaims liability for all damages, including without limitation,
direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, special, exemplary or punitive damages, alleged to have been caused by or
in connection with the use of this Information. LyondellBasell disclaims all warranties, including, but not limited to,
the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, that might arise in connection with
this information.

LyondellBasell (NYSE: LYB) is one of the largest plastics, chemicals and refining companies in the world. Driven by
its employees around the globe, LyondellBasell produces materials and products that are key to advancing solutions
to modern challenges like enhancing food safety through lightweight and flexible packaging, protecting the purity of
water supplies through stronger and more versatile pipes, improving the safety, comfort and fuel efficiency of many
of the cars and trucks on the road, and ensuring the safe and effective functionality in electronics and appliances.
LyondellBasell sells products into more than 100 countries and is the world’s largest producer of polymer
compounds and the largest licensor of polyolefin technologies. More information about LyondellBasell can be found
at www.LyondellBasell.com.
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